Abnormal Optoelectric Properties of Two-Dimensional Protonic Ruthenium Oxide with a Hexagonal Structure.
Two-dimensional structures can potentially lead to not only modulation of electron transport but also the variations of optical property. Protonic ruthenium oxide, a two-dimensional atomic sheet material, has been synthesized, and its optoelectric properties have been investigated. The results indicate that protonic ruthenium oxide is an excellent candidate for use as a flexible, transparent conducting material. A hydrated-ruthenium-oxide sheet has been first prepared via the chemical exfoliation of sodium intercalated ruthenium oxide (NaRuO2) and, subsequently, converted into a protonic ruthenium oxide sheet using thermal treatment. A thermally activated transport mechanism is dominant in hydrated ruthenium oxide but diminishes in protonic ruthenium oxide; this resulted in a high electrical conductivity of ∼200 S/cm of the protonic sheet. Because of the unique interband and intraband structure, protonic ruthenium oxide has a small optical absorption coefficient of ∼1.62%/L. Consequently, such high conductivity and low absorption coefficient of protonic ruthenium oxide results in excellent transparent conducting properties.